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Here at Berghaus we are committed to delivering amazing content that
enhances people’s enjoyment of the outdoors.

That’s why we are bringing you blogs from experts on outdoor subjects who
can share their skills and knowledge, giving you the confidence and
information to try something new or build on your existing skills.
Here we bring you expert advice on lone backpacking.

Mark Waring is a keen ‘backpacker’ and hill walker with over twenty five years
experience of walking and camping in wild and lonely places. Mark has
backpacked extensively both home and abroad and has a particular interest in the
circumpolar regions and the sub-arctic mountains and tundra of Scandinavia,
North America and Russia. Recent trips have included the remote wilderness of
the Yukon Territory and Alaskan border and he enjoyed the unique challenge of
hiking alone in the last strongholds of the Grizzly bear. Mark has been published
in the UK outdoor press and has articles pending.

Next summer Mark undertake a return to the landscape that saw him fall in love
with backpacking in the sub-arctic. He aims to be the first from outside Sweden to
complete the coveted ‘Gronabandet’ or ‘Green Band’, nearly 1000 miles of
walking through the spine of Scandinavia’s mountains, totally self-powered and
wholly self-sufficient. He’ll be out for two months, living and moving through
Europe’s last wilderness, a landscape more populated by reindeer, wolverine and
bear than man. All enjoyed under the midnight sun. More details can be found at
‘oneswedishsummer.weebly.com’.
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“… there is nothing like a wilderness journey for rekindling the fires of life.
Simplicity is part of it. Cutting the cackle. Transportation reduced to leg – or arm –
power, eating irons to one spoon. Such simplicity, together with sweat and
silence, amplify the rhythms of any long journey, especially through unknown,
untattered territory. And in the end such a journey can restore an understanding
of how insignificant you are, and thereby set you free.”  (Colin Fletcher)

Wilderness journeys provide a unique opportunity to challenge and revive
ourselves in the natural world. Packing up all you need to sustain body and soul
in a single ‘backpack’ or ‘rucksack’ and heading out into the wilds on an extended
‘backpacking’ or ‘hiking’ trip is necessary ‘time out’, an opportunity to reconnect
with the gentler rhythms of nature. There are considerable challenges but these
allow us to appraise ourselves afresh. Doing it on your own, removed from the
assistance of others, can heighten the experience but the consequences of
misadventure are acute. As with the acquisition of any new skill it’s best to
practise, grow in confidence and ability and to resist the temptation to ‘run’ before
you can ‘walk’. Once you’ve got it though some of the world’s last wild places will
open up to you. You will have the run of places that others don’t. An inner
freedom can be won as well, character strengthened.

I’ve given thought to what works well for solo wilderness adventurers in northern
climatic conditions. I am out for two months this summer crossing the
Scandinavian mountain chain, travelling on foot and self-sustained in tundra and
mountains high above the Arctic Circle. Dealing with extreme heat or cold may
change some principles but I’ll be trying to put into practice the following approach
to lone wilderness backpacking.

Going Solo

You are on your own. You have no-one to consult, discuss or, alternatively,
negotiate. Where to camp or to walk, the decisions and the responsibility for it is
down to you. There’s a freedom on heading off into the wilds alone but there are
disadvantages too. You’ve got no-one to share the joys or worries of a trip and an
experience shared means it can be enhanced. Embrace though the freedom that
going solo can bring. You’ll need to form your own strategies and a ‘can do’
mindset to overcome the challenges. These could be as follows.

- Practise thinking positively, studies have shown that positive thinkers have
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much higher chances in a survival situation. When things go wrong learn from any
mistakes and move on

- Compartmentalise loss or disappointment. If you lose or break expensive kit,
‘ring fence’ the upset and don’t let it spoil the rest of trip. Stay positive, keep a
‘mindfulness’

-  Be self disciplined, keep yourself and your kit in good working order. Be
regular in your eating, sleeping and toileting habits

- Think through the consequences of any decision carefully and try and foresee
the worst outcome. Consider your options carefully. Never be afraid to change
your plans or retreat from a hazard or situation. ‘Fuel’ with regular eating and
drinking properly to keep your thinking as sharp as possible. Things will go wrong,
expect that and react thoughtfully!

- Develop and keep to a routine of walking and camping. Push yourself and take
care of your own needs at the same time. Above all enjoy it!

Travel

Wilderness backpacking is principally about travel on foot through wilderness or
wild land carrying all you need to live and travel out in the wilds for many days.
Sometimes on marked trails or routes or, at times, over rough and unmarked
land, solo wilderness adventurers need excellent navigation skills. You need to
know where you are to choose the most efficient and safest routes of travel and
the practitioner should devote time to being able to navigate with confidence.
Understand how your own body works, what you need as fuel to help you travel
and make informed decisions. A successful travel strategy has a number of
principles.

- Master the paper map and compass and treat these two as the primary
navigation tools. Learn about electronic aids to route finding, not just the GPS but
the ‘altimeter’ too and view these as your secondary aids only. Develop the ability
to observe the changing terrain as an aid to navigation. Gain some understanding
of natural navigation techniques, not only as a valuable ‘back up’ but also to
heighten your appreciation of your natural environment.

-  Understand how your own body works and what it needs to walk over very
rough ground, in potentially bad weather conditions and with a load on your back,
for many hours a day. Have food and water to hand. Work out what foods  are the
optimum fuel for your body. Make sure you eat and drink enough, you need to be
fuelled and hydrated sufficiently, poor fuelling can lead to poor judgement.
Incorporate rest breaks into your walking day and use this as an opportunity to
assess your route and check your maps. In the final hours of the walking day start
appraising the route, map and terrain in front of you for potential campsites.

-  Monitor the weather when on the move, understand a little about meteorology
and how changes in cloud pattern or wind speeds might indicate a worsening
weather situation. Use your altimeter to assess pressure changes. Make route
decisions accordingly and never be afraid to camp early.

-  Assess the terrain you are travelling on. Think several steps ahead to minimise
risk.

-  Look after your feet. Read and learn (for example from the Berghaus ‘Expert
Blog’ on ‘Blisters’) about foot care.

-  Know how to pack your ‘rucksack’ or ‘backpack’ effectively. Keep heaviest
items packed towards the top and close to your back to ensure a proper balance.
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Take great care in protecting the hip strap buckle, the hip strap allows a proper
carry of the pack. Know how and when to loosen and tighten straps. Loosen
when travelling downhill and tighten when travelling up to aid balance.

-  Are you travelling in bear country? Avoid surprising a bear by frequent noise.
Look for signs of bear activity such as scats, prints and/or torn trees. Beware
obscured parts of the trail such as bends etc.. Keep bear spray to hand. Seek out
specialist advice on backpacking in bear country.

-  Water is going to present the biggest obstacle for most wilderness adventurers.
Mostly, it’ll fall from the sky, just presenting a challenge to morale as you move
through a dim and obscured landscape. It can, especially if you are high in
mountains, mean slippery conditions underfoot and the simple stumble or ‘trip and
slip’ can mean broken gear or limbs if not worse. That’s when you know you are
on your own. Make sure your footwear ‘holds’ the trail well in wet conditions.
Minimise the risk of a stumble or slip by using trekking poles. They will stop you,
heavier with a ‘pack weight’ on your back of 5kg upwards hitting the deck hard.
They will also alleviate fatigue (some research suggests poles can minimise 10
percent of effort, I find ‘Pacerpole’ trekking pole to be very effective as they have
a natural hand grip). Poles will balance the load on your back and a good pair is a
sound investment.

-  Make sure you have a good clothing system that can deal with water. I’ll say
more in ‘Gear’, but in short you want warm protective clothing that will prevent the
ingress of water when you are moving through wilderness. Water next to the skin
robs the body of precious heat. Exposure and hypothermia are real dangers so
warmth and moisture management are key to travel and staying safe.

Crossing Water (Streams, Rivers and Creeks)

Wilderness travel at some point will mean crossing natural watercourses such as
creeks and rivers. If you are on a trail you may be lucky enough to use a bridge or
other means to cross. Often there will be no facility and you need to carefully
assess your options for crossing potentially fast, cold and dangerous water. These
can present the biggest danger to the solo walker. If you make no proper risk
assessment of your crossing options and/or fail to execute a proper strategy then
you face drowning, or losing your equipment and possible hypothermia when
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soaked through and without shelter.

It’s worth taking some time and perhaps expert training to learn how to cross
water safely. Some pointers are as follows:

-  Make a risk assessment of the creek or stream in front of you. In identifying a
place to cross you want ‘straight, wide and shallow’. That will provide the least
riskiest option.

-  Look for braided channels. The crossing may be wider where a river breaks
into separate channels. This breaks up the force of the flow and there may also
be small islands or gravel bars to rest and further assess your crossing.

-  Check for debris flow. If the river is carrying a lot of debris, such as branches
and small logs,  stream flows are likely high. Flowing logs and branches can strike
you and knock you off balance.

-  Test the current. A quick game of ‘Pooh Sticks’ and a tossed branch will
indicate flow direction and speed.

-  Don’t cross where flows are much above your knees. A rapid flow will press
your thighs downwards and render you unsteady.

-  Loosen your ‘pack straps’ before starting to cross. Unclip the waist belt and
let out the shoulder straps so that the pack is easier to remove. If you fall in you
will need to ditch your pack quickly as its weight might drag and hold you down.
You might lose your pack but the alternative is potentially drowning.

-  Consider some basic survival equipment in the pockets of your clothing in
case you lose your pack. I’ve used a large jacket ‘map’ pocket to hold a light
windproof shelter, a ‘fire steel’ to light a fire and a knife. These will aid stabilising a
survival situation.

-  Look for low and open exit points on the opposite bank. Once you reach the
other side, you’ll want to be able to get out of the stream as quickly as possible. A
scramble up a steep bank could lead to a slip that sees you dumped back in the
flow.

-  Now cross. Wear footwear, bare feet will not suffice. Wear boots with no socks
or trekking sandals/camp shoes. Be prepared for the shock of the water
temperature. Do so facing the flow (i.e. ‘upstream’ ) and shuffle sideways. Slide
your feet along the bottom while facing the river. Move slowly. Angle yourself side
on to the current. Move in a slightly downstream direction towards your identified
exit point.

-  Use your trekking poles, think ‘four wheel drive’ and improved grip. Make sure
your hands are in the poles’ wrist loops.  Always maintain two points of contact
with the bottom. Use your poles to steady yourself as you shift your feet. The
more contact you have with the bottom, the more stable you’ll be.

-  Keep your knees slightly bent and your body braced. Move slowly, always
thinking and always assessing risk. Don’t be afraid to abandon a crossing if the
flow is too fast and the water too deep. Get out at your entry point and move on
down the bank side looking for crossing points. The consequences of an accident
are too great.

Practising these principles should getting you moving safely and efficiently.
Wilderness backpacking is also about living comfortably out in the wilds. I’ll post
again on ‘camp craft’  and ‘gear’. Travel safely!
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